Terms and conditions: Product on Comdia
I hereby agree to the following terms and conditions related to: uploaded data and information
about my product at Comdia.com:
General terms and conditions:
I accept that any data I register concerning my product, my company or contact information can be made visible for
public organizations using Comdia either through market dialogues, procurement plans or any other solutions offered
via Comdia.com.
I accept that any information uploaded and shared on the Comdia.com platform about my product is done at my own
risk and at my own responsibility. Processio cannot be held liable for any misuse of information about my product,
company, user information or other information made available by me on the Comdia.com platform.
I accept that it is my responsibility to maintain and update information on the platform about my product, so they
appear correct at all time. Registered information and data is kept as long as it is relevant to Comdia.com, unless I
actively delete the product, my profile or other user data related to the product.
Publication and visibility of my product:
By ticking off the box “show my product publicly” I accept and understand that my product, my company information
and my contact information will be made public to all users at Comdia. Furthermore, I accept that my product,
company and contact information may be shared publicly through third parties’ websites as part of Processio’s
solution for innovative product search.
By ticking off “show only to public organizations”, I accept and understand that my product, company and contact
information is made visible to public procurers at Comdia.com.
I accept that if I choose not to tick off any of the boxes, my product will not be visible or public to any users on
Comdia or through any third parties’ websites.
The three conditions stipulated above only relates to the innovative product search at Comdia.com and at third
parties’ websites. If I choose to actively share my product either through a market dialogue, a procurement plan or
any other solutions at Comdia.com my product will be visible to those specific contractors.
Certain product types, created on Comdia, can be viewed on external web pages through an automatic integration. I
understand and agree that by requesting and approving this display of my products outside of Comdia.com, I am
responsible for the content and information shown on these pages. I also understand that my products will not be
automatically removed from these external pages by deleting the product at comdia.com - this requires direct contact
with the administrator of the individual web pages.
Declaration of exemption of liability:
Processio does not assume any responsibility for improper use of my product information, my profile or my user data
from any person with a user profile at Comdia.com or access to the innovative product search on a third party
website.
Similar, Processio does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy of the information that are available on
Comdia.com or any associated websites.
Processio seeks to limit any technical disturbances at Comdia.com. However, Processio cannot exclude that technical
problems may occur while products or profile information are being created or updated by a user. Just as Processio
does not assume responsibility for any inconveniences caused by technical errors or malfunctions on Comdia.com or
any associated websites.
The intention of this exemption of liability is not to exclude or limit the responsibility of Processio in a way that is in
contradiction to Danish national law.

